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"For a person who expects to lose on some decision, the fundamental
heresthetical device is to divide the majority with a new alternative, one that he
prefers to the alternative previously expected to win. If successful, this maneu
ver produces a new majority coalition composed of the old minority and the
portion of the old majority that likes the new alternative better. Of course, it
takes artistic creativity of the highest order to invent precisely the right kind of
newalternative."l

Willialn H. Riker, "Lincoln at Freeport"

Abstract: This paper exanzines the origins ofanzendatory vetoes in Latin Alnerica
and sho'lvS 'lvhy presidents' ability to present a redrafted bill after congressional
passage gives theJ1z considerable po'lver to affect legislation. The paper begins 'lvith
a historical account fllat illustrates tlze 'lvorkings of aJ1Zel1datory observations in
nineteenth-century Latin Al1zerica-the passage of the Electoral La'lv of 1874
in Chile. Next, it specifies the degree to 'luhich different constitutional procedures
allo'lv presidents to redraft legislation and shozvs 'lvhy tlze pO'wer to introduce
an1endatory observations provides greater discretion than the po'lver of the better
kno'lvn block veto, regardless of override thresholds. Lastly, the paper traces the
origins ofanzendatory observations back to the first 'wave ofconstitution zvriting
that folloIued the Ivars of independence. Our findings challenge prior classifica
tions of veto pO'lucrs in Latin Al1zerica and highlight the positive agenda-setting
pozver afforded to tlze president at the last stage of the laIvl1zaking process.

*Earlier versions of this article vvere presented at the annual meetings of the Midvvest
Political Science Association, (April 15-17, 2004, Chicago, Illinois) and the American
Political Science Association, (September 2-4,2004, Chicago, Illinois). The authors would
like to thank Gustavo Grohmann, Mark P. Jones, Barbara Ceddes, John Carey, Andres
Mejia Acosta and the anonymous reviewers for their comments. All errors and omis
sions are our ovvn.

1. Quoted £1'001 Tlte Art (~f Political Ma1lipulatio1l (1986, 1). Riker coined the word
Izercstlzctic to refer to political strategy.
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Since their establishlnent allnost tvvo hundred years earlier, Latin
Anlcrican constitutions h(lve undergone substantial ch(lnges through
nU111erOUS refornls. Constitutional engineers often sought to aCC0111nl0
date transitory den1Clnds and in1itate perceived institutional advantages;
hO\tvever, sonlC b(lsic features structuring the policy-n1aking process re
nlained unchanged. S0i11e of the "sticky" institutional features introduced
by constitutional vvriters in nineteenth-century Latin Anlerica are the
president's fornlal pOvver to introduce legislation on a broad range of
policy areas and c0l11pel congressional action. Both inno\'ations contrib
uted early on to making Latin Alncrican governn1ents substantially dif
ferent from the U.S. n10del of separation of po\tvers. Less scrutinized are
other fundalnental distinctions introduced during the first \t\rave of con
stitution Inaking: alllendatory observations and partial vetoes. Such in
stiiutional innovations are still in place to this day. Ten Latin An1erican
constitutions allow presidents to introduce anlendatory observations
additions, deletions, and substitutions-to vetoed bills and five others
perlnit partial vetoes. These differences have inlplications for the type
of legislation passed because they affect the agenda-setting power of
presidents. When presidents are allowed to return a nl0dified bill to
Congress for a last round of voting, the strategic interaction between
these actors becomes strikingly different than under the more familiar
"package" or "block" veto. This authority gives presidents positive
power to alter the choices faced by Congress. The literature on Latin
Alnerican political institutions has not fully scrutinized the implications
of these procedures and, as a result, several influential works have
misclassified presidential powers.

In this paper we examine the origins of amendatory and partial
vetoes and show vvhy the ability to respond with a redrafted bill after
congressional passage gives presidents considerable agenda-setting
power. The paper is divided into three parts and a conclusion. We be
gin with a historical account that illustrates the workings of amenda
tory observations in nineteenth-century Latin America. We focus on
the passage and subsequent presidential alnendments to the Electoral
Law of 1874 in Chile. The enactment of this bill \vas a watershed event
in Chilean political development and a turning point in the history of
suffrage expansion in Latin Alnerica. This account sho\t\Ts how a mi
nority president, confronted \tvith an overvvhehning coalition seeking
to enact extensive changes that would risk his political future, responds
with an alternative version that eventually beats the original proposal.
Although the main reforms are enacted, the president is able to use
amendatory observations to mitigate the lnost damaging effects of the
new electoral Iav\'.

The second part of the paper cOIn pares the power to nlake amenda
tory observations \t\rith the typical presidential veto in a stylized way.
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CONDITIONAL AGENDA-SETTING POWER IN LATIN AMERICA 5

We use set theory to specify the authority entrusted to presidents under
different constitutional procedures and shovv why amendatory obser
vations provide greater discretion than the power of the better-known
block veto regardless of override thresholds. Our findings challenge prior
classifications of veto powers in Latin Atnerica and highlight the posi
tive agenda-setting power afforded to the president at the last stage of
the la\vt11aking process.

The third part explores the origins of amendatory observations and
default provisions. We trace the former procedure back to the first wave
of constitution vvriting that followed the wars of independence. Seven
Latin Alnerican countries adopted presidential amendatory observations
in the nineteenth century, and all of them still have this prerogative de
spite the numerous constitutional reforms implemented during the last
two centuries. Even rarer has been the "strong" default provision, where
presidents can auton1atically prolTIulgate the nonmodified parts of a
vetoed bill, a procedure that originated in the early twentieth century in
Argentina and Brazil. We conclude emphasizing the impact of these in
stitutional procedures on executive-legislative relations and the funda
mental differences between Latin AlTIerican constitutional frameworks
and the U.S. model of separation of powers.

AMENDATORY OBSERVATIONS TO THE ELECTORAL LAW OF 1874 IN CHILE

The electoral reform of 1874 marked a turning point in Chile's politi
cal history. It led to the extension of suffrage rights and included provi
sions to strengthen the secret ballot, regulations for voter registration
and ballot counting, as well as changes to the winner-take-all method
used for electing members of the Chamber of Deputies and municipal
authorities. Its passage contributed to a sharp increase in the number of
voters and limited presidential control over the electoral process
(Valenzuela 1985). The electoral law was part of a series of major institu
tional reforms enacted during the administration of President Federico
Errazuriz (1871-1876). Although Chilean presidents enjoyed several
advantages in the period prior to suffrage extension, they were still forced
to bargain with Congress and to compete electorally with organized
opposition (Scully 1995). The passage of the electoral reform and the
subsequent alnendatory observations highlight the relevance of institu
tional and partisan variables in the give-and-take that characterized leg
islative politics during this period of Chilean history. This account shows
how President Errazuriz used an1endatory observations to mitigate the
damaging effects of unwanted electoral changes while still preserving
outcomes that a majority of Congress preferred to the status quo. More
generally, it shows how constitutional prerogatives allow Latin Ameri
can presidents to playa key legislative role.
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President Errazuriz had been elected in 1871 with the support of the
Liberal-Conservative Alliance, which won a majority in both chambers
of the Chilean Congress. The coalition originally formed during the late
1850s and first entered the government during the prior administration
of President Jose Joaquin Perez. The opposition was made up of the anti
clerical Radical Party, a few Nationalists and reformist Liberals. While
in power, the Liberal-Conservative Alliance vvas often strained by ideo
logical differences and eventually fell apart after the midterm elections
of 1873, divided over legislation limiting the power of the Catholic
Church.2 After the Conservative departure from the governing coali
tion, President Errazuriz lost majority support in both chambers of Con
gress and became more vulnerable to hostile legislation.

The breakup of the governing Liberal-Conservative Alliance created
a unique opportunity for the opposition to pass the electoral reform that
it had long sought (Scully 1995; Valenzuela 1985, 1977). At this point in
time, electoral participation was restricted by income requirements and
president-controlled municipalities exerted control over voter registra
tion and electoral oversight. Over time substantial opposition to the sta
tus quo had gathered, some electorally motivated and some ideological.
The Radicals had always been ardent supporters of suffrage expansion.
The Conservatives, in contrast, changed their prior stand after leaving
the governing coalition and joined the Radicals in their attempt to re
form the electoral rules. As members of the governing coalition the Con
servatives had benefited with favorable candidacies on official party lists,
but since they moved to the opposition their electoral survival had be
come threatened. Conservatives also seemed to have anticipated elec
toral benefits from suffrage expansion in rural areas (Valenzuela 1985).

The most relevant changes proposed in the electoral reform bill in
cluded (1) the elimination of property and income requirements for voter
registration,3 (2) changes in the entity in charge of voter registration pro
cedures, and (3) new rules for Chamber of Deputies and municipal gov
ernment elections. By 1874, wider suffrage rights were not a matter of
intense bargaining. The latter two issues, however, dominated congres
sional debate and interbranch negotiations. These changes challenged
the president's control over the electoral process by reducing his influ
ence over congressional candidates and municipal politics.

2. The president favored legislation lifting religious requirements that restricted ac
cess to public cemeteries, began to discuss the legalization of civil matrin1onies, and
endorsed making religious education optional in public schools. These positions an
gered the pro-Church Conservatives and contributed to the breakup of the majority
coalition (Valenzuela 1985, 58).

3. The reform actually imposed the legal subterfuge of "presumption by right": any
male over tvventy-one years of age vvho could read and \-\Trite was presumed to have the
property and income rcquirernents needed to vote.
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Undcr provisions established in '1 H54, cxecutive appointccs dOlninated
10((11 policy 11laking. 1-\ prcsidcnticllly appointed govcrnor \vas the prc
siding ufficcr Clnd a full voting 111Cnlber in all the 111unicipalitics under
his jurisdiction, nl<:1de all 111unicipal appointlllents, and could only be
challenged by an ovcrsight board that servcd at the pleasure of the prcsi
dent (Valenzucla 1977, 184). In each district the body in charge of voter
registration, called Mesas Calificadoras, \vas composed of individuC11s
appointed by Inunicipalities under the \vatchful supervision of national
authorities (Valcnzucla ]996). In addition, the cOJ1/plett! (plurality) list
SystClTI of voting, in \\'hich the list \tvi th the most votes \vould 'vvin all the
seats in the district, prevented substantial representation for slTIaller
opposition parties and benefited the president's party.

Two provisions advanced by leaders of the Conservati'.'c Party and
included with the suffrage expansion bill sought to alter these presiden
tial privileges (y'alenzuela 1985, 103). The first changed the method of
appointing members of the Mesas Calificadoras, taking this poV\'er away
from municipalities and giving it to the largest taxpayers in the district.
This shift in power froln president-dolninated municipalities to wealthy
local figurcs had begun in 1869, when the latter took control of the dis
trict oversight comlTIissions (Juntas Revisoras) from municipal authori
ties. The second provision sought to change the electoral rules for
deputies and lTIunicipal governments from a plurality list to cumulative
voting. This method would have given voters as many votes as avail
able seats. Dropping the winner-take-all method of plurality lists was
very appealing to opposition parties but threatening to the president,
traditionally the main beneficiary.

President Errazuriz and the Liberal Party were solidly in favor of keep
ing the municipality as the core of electoral power. They argued that
switching to cumulative voting and concentrating registration and over
sight in the hands of major contributors would be highly detrimental to
political competition (Encina 1954, 1307). The minister of interior went
to Congress to lobby against the changes and accused the Juntas of ben
efiting only the wealthy (Valenzuela 1985, 103). Presidential control over
the electoral process gave the opposition in Congress a short window of
opportunity to act, as the future election would likely give the next presi
dent another comfortable majority able to stop such drastic changes.

Congress passed the electoral reform in the first week of November
1874, three years after it was introduced. The final version, written in
the Senate, included both controversial reforms: cumulative voting and
voter registration reform. A fCV\T days latcr, President Errazllriz vctoed
the bill and returned it with elcven atnendatory observations. The
changes made by Errazuriz included modifications and additions to the
congressional bill. Although some alTIcndments V\'ere minor revisions
to the text, others introduced substantive changes. Thc president used
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this constitutional prerogative to temper the influence of the largest tax
payers over voter registration, mitigate losses from changes in the elec
toral rules, and change some detailed procedures deemed vulnerable to
fraud. 4 Congress had the option to accept all or some of the changes,
abandon the bill altogether, or try to override the veto the following
year (as rules limited the possibility of an override vote of two-thirds
majority until the following sessions).

The president found receptive ears among Radicals, who were get
ting the suffrage expansion they had long sought and could credibly
bargain for broader policy-making influence. In an angry floor speech,
opposition Senator Marin accused the government of playing "sinister"
politics by taking advantage of congressional divisions to procure sup
port with promises of electoral payoffs. Senator Marin argued that ac
cepting the president's amendments implied a serious setback to the
reform and stated that he publicly resented the suggestion that these
changes were an "olive branch" from the executive.5 Despite opposition
by Conservatives and some Nationalists, President Errazuriz was able
to build majority support behind most of his amendments.

The most relevant improvement on the part of the president referred
to municipal elections. Congress accepted an amendatory observation
that limited the cUl11ulative system to elections only for the Chamber of
Deputies, while introducing the incOlnplete list system for municipal elec
tions. Such procedure allotted two-thirds of the open seats to the plural
ity list and one-third of the seats to the party list coming in second. This
presidential amendment not only preserved the influence of national
authorities over the composition of party lists and continued to over
represent the plurality winner, but it also provided a channel for minor
ity representation superior than the status quo (i.e., plurality list).
Members of the Chamber of Deputies had been sympathetic to this al
ternative method during congressional debate, but the Senate was not
as supportive and, at the behest of the Conservatives, preserved the cu
mulative voting in the bill originally presented to the president. The
final acceptance of this amendatory observation was a significant achieve
ment for Errazuriz, preserving his influence over municipal politics, a
crucial arena in Chilean political competition during this period.

With other amendments the president intended to limit the authority
of the largest taxpayers over voting registration. One change prohibited
those serving in the electoral oversight Juntas from also serving in the
registration Mesas. The passage of this amendment would have limited

4. The minister of interior, ,-,\'ho had an active participation in the debates of the bill,
admitted executive opposition to the secret vote but did not seek to observe that section.

5. Dial"io de Scsioncs, Chamber of Deputies and Senate, extraordinary sessions of 1874,
24th session.
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the pool of candidates and led 111any towns to recruit individuals of lower
economic standing. According to opposition Senator Marin, the prcsi
dent vvas well avvare of the lilnited number of large taxpayers in lnany
districts and was seeking to give men vulnerable to municipal and gu
bernatorial authorities significant influence over electoral registration. h

Finally, a Inajority in Congress rejected this presidential observation,
placing no further restrictions on Mesa lTIClnbers.

Despite his failure to limit the role of large taxpayers, the president
succeeded with a less drastic modification that established voter regis
tration in the 1110st densely populated towns. The original bill gave the
largest taxpayers thc authority to decide where citizens had to register
to vote, s01l1cthing to which the government strongly objected. Other
modifications that the president proposed and Congress accepted sought
to avert electoral manipulation by eliminating requirements for pre
certified envelopes and by preventing election-day voting boards (Jun
tas Receptoras) from disqualifying ballots. Congress also accepted some
minor corrections updating certain articles of the bill after another re
cent law eliminated restrictions on tax debtors.

We have summarized the information on the number and type of
presidential observations in table 1. The second column identifies the
modified articles of the bill, the third column classifies the type of amen
datory observation, the fourth column indicates the congressional re
sponse, and the last column summarizes the content of the amendment.

With ten of the eleven observations accepted, the electoral bill was
promulgated the second week of November of 1874. Its passage was a
significant triumph for many government opponents; however, the presi
dent used his right to introduce amendatory observations to divide the
opposition and mitigate some of the most drastic changes. Had the presi
dent chosen to veto the bill in its entirety (with a block veto) the evi
dence suggests he would had been overridden or been doomed to face a
recalcitrant congressional opposition until the next election. Instead the
executive responded with several amendatory observations that suffi
ciently reshaped the content of the bill to moderate some of its most
damaging aspects while still presenting a version that could enjoy broad
support among members of Congress.

The passage of the Electoral Law of 1874, a watershed event in Chil
ean political history, was a goal long sought by several legislators that
had broken away from the Liberal Party during prior decades. By con
ceding on suffrage extension and focusing on other undesired aspects of
the bill, the president was able to shape the content of several important

6. Floor speech reproduced on the Diario dc Sesiol1cs, Chanlber of Deputies and Senate,
extraordinary sessions of 1874, 22

ml
session.
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'Ii/hIe 1 ClliIc, Pre~idelltitll Veto to the flce/oral Bill (~r 187..J (11 ()1)~L'nl11tioll~)

()h~("'('tlfi(J1I Bill ()I)~enJl1tioJl I-'loor
.\'lIJll[Jel' J\rtide 1:llpt' /\di()Jl SlllJ!JJlllry

2,9 Delete /\ccl'J..itu.i Corrections that dL'lete electoral
sub- restrictions for tax debtors, which

sections \\'erL' elilnin(ltL'd in II reG.'nt constitu-
tion,ll refornl.

2 H \'lodifi- !\ccl'pted It took ,1\\,(1y the po\yer of the Junt,l
cation dl' rvlayorL's Contribuyentl's to decide

the loc,ltion of thl' ,lgl'ncy in ch,Hge of
\'olL'r inscription, and set it in till'
1110st populous h)\\,ns.

:1 <.) ~lodifi- Accepted \flakes a Slll,lll correction in text
cation dUl' to the rearrangl'1l1ent of articles.

..J. 31 Modifi- AccL'pted Modifies thL' Illethod of elections,
cation changing the rule for rnunicipal

elections frolll cUI11ulc:1tive to "incoln-
pletL' lists." It dlso sets the nUIllber of
substitute deputies.

5 32 Modifi- Accepted Adds a provision for the election of
cdtion sonlC of the public officials (zlocales)

involved in the election.

6 33 Modifi- Rejected IInposes IiIllitations on \\'ho can parti-
cation cipate in the Mesas Registradoras,

prohibiting Illelnbers of oversight
Juntas frolll participating.

7 35 DL'lete Accepted Modificdtion that eliminates the
sub- use of pre-approved envelopes to

sections introduce ballots in elec~ions

41 Modifi- Accepted It states that the b,dlot should be
cation secret and on \\'hite paper \vith

no markings.

<.) 46 Delete !\ccepted By deleting a subsection it takes
sub- a\\'ay the povver of the Juntas Recep-

sections toras to decide the disqualification of
certain ballots in an election.

10 -1-6 Modifi- Accepted Modification that changes reference
cation to prea ppro\'ed en\'clopes to ballots

(related to observation #H).

11 5-1 Modifi- !\ccL'pted It rnodifies the procedure by which
cdtion ell'cto~'al results are cOIllnlunicated.

The president should be no\v for-
nl,111y notified and it erases the need
for signatures fronl every IlleIllber
counting the ballots.

Source: Diorio de Sl'~iOJlL'~ fronl thl' Chanlber of Deputies ,1nd tht.? Senate, for the
extraordinary sL'ssions of 1H7-1-.
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articles.7 As Riker (1986) noted in the quotation that begins this paper,
the ability to introduce a last alternative that can carry the support of a
new majority is a povverful political device. Chilean President Errazuriz
took advantage of this constitutional prerogative to o1ake substantial gains
despite having recently lost his legislative majority and despite Congress's
chance to override a veto.

The history of the electoral reform of 1874 is not only a tale of politi
cal o1anipulation by a savvy president, but it is also a revealing case of
agenda-setting pOV\Tcr. It shoV\Ts hOV\T a (losing) president can use posi
tive agenda-setting pOV\Ter-the privilege to bring a new or amended
bill up for consideration before Congress-to significantly influence
policy outcolnes. The next section examines amendatory observations
in a stylized way, specifying the advantages it offers the president and
the differences froo1 the better-knoV\Tn block veto.

PRESIDENTIAL AGENDA-SETTING: AMENDATORY OBSERVATIONS VERSUS THE

BLOCK VETO

Since the early nineteenth century, Latin American constitutions have
allowed for block vetoes and amendatory observations. A block veto is
an executive rejection of the entire bill, a prerogative all presidents have.
Nowadays, only three countries-Honduras, Guatemala and the Do
minican Republic-limit their presidents to just block-veto power. All
others also give the presidents the alternative of returning a modified
version of a bill for a final congressional vote. The president can intro
duce negative (apply partial veto thereby deleting parts of the bill) or
positive (introduce amendatory observations to replace vetoed parts of
the bill) changes.H More noteworthy and less scrutinized than the partial
veto has been the power to make amendatory observations, which are
often combined with a high override threshold.

Institutional analyses have highlighted the power of Latin American
presidents to initiate legislation, similar to executives in parliamentary
regimes (Cox and Morgenstern 2002; Londregan 2000; Shugart and Carey
1992; Wilrnert 1911).9 The power to issue an amendatory observation,

7. Errazuriz and the Liberals soon regained a n1ajority (in an alliance vvith the Radi
cals), and engaged in a period of rapid reorganization, vvhich contributed to the wide
support received in the election of 1876.

8. The partial veto in Latin An1erica differs greatly fron1 the line-item and item
reduction vetoes in place in several states of the United States. These latter procedures are
lilnited to expenditures in budget bills \-vhile the Latin American procedures apply to most
legislation and to any part of the bill.

9. The Argentine Constitution of 1t) 19 vvas the first to gi\'e the President such forn1al
po\ver, a prerogati\'e that other countries v\'ould rapidly adopt through the 1820s. By
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the president's last chance to put forward a compromise, has received
little attention fronl institutional analyses, however. Moreover, several
influential works have provided rankings of presidential powers that
depend heavily on veto prerogatives, but these rankings give great
weight to the block veto while ignoring amendatory observations (e.g.,
Metcalf 2000; Shugart and Carey 1992; Shugart and Haggard 2001). As
we show below, alnendatory observations give presidents greater dis
cretion over legislation than the typical block veto, regardless of over
ride majority.

Let us first consider the case of a president \tvho has a block veto that
can be overridden by a qualified majority of legislators. Such a presi
dent can restrict legislative outcomes to a specified set of proposals: the
set of alternatives that can defeat the status quo by a qualified majority
(call it Q, the qualified majority of the status quo Q(SQ)). If the set Q(SQ)
is empty, then the president could successfully veto any congressional
initiative-no proposal would carry the necessary majority for a suc
cessful override. When the override majority is two-thirds of votes, this
means that the president needs the agreement of over one-third of mem
bers of Congress to successfully defend the status quo. Many works on
executive-legislative relations highlight the fact that a president has
enough support in Congress to make override attempts futile (Nacif 2002;
Negretto 2002; Perez Lifian 2002). The "negative" power of a block veto
gives the president a notable tool to preserve a more favorable status
quo and restricts the set of proposals that could pass to those in Q(SQ).
However, the president cannot select the most favorable proposal among
those in Q(SQ)-he is restricted to saying yes or no to the congressional
proposal.

Figure 1 provides a visual illustration of the block veto. We have the
status quo policy denoted SQ, and two different sets running through it:
the smaller subset denoted Q(SQ) includes proposals that defeat the sta
tus quo with the support of a qualified majority and the larger set in
cludes proposals that beat SQ by a majority (the winset of the status quo
W(SQ)). SO, Q(SQ) ~ W(SQ). If Congress passes bill B, shown in figure
1, and the president responds with a block veto, the necessary qualified
majority will override him. If instead Congress passes another bill from
the area W(SQ) - Q(SQ), such as bill B', then the block veto would suc
ceed and the status quo would be the final outcome. In the latter case
not enough members of Congress prefer the bill to the status quo, ren
dering the override futile. A block veto that can be overridden by a simple
majority merely allows the president to force a re-vote on the bill.

mid-nineteenth century all presidential constitutions outside the United States gave the
executive such power.
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p

SQ

Q (SQ)
B'
•

W(SQ)

P = President's position

SQ = status q lI0

B = bill

8' = alternative bill

\V(SQ) =-~ set of alternatives that defeat the status quo by a 111ajority

Q(SQ) = set of alternatives that defeat the status quo by a quali tied n1{~jority

Figure 1 Block Veto

Let us now consider partial vetoes and amendatory observations. The
first fundamental difference between block veto and these alternative
procedures is that in the latter it is the president who makes a counter
proposal to Congress. As long as the president properly targets his re
drafted version of the bill, he would be successful. We illustrate the logic
in figure 2. In this figure we also show a congressional proposal Band
the president's ideal point P, and vve add two more sets-the set of pro
posals that defeat B by a majority (the winset of 8, denoted W(B)), and
the set of proposals that B cannot defeat because it lacks the support of a
qualified majority (the set not overridable by B, denoted NQ(B)). These
additional sets are necessary because now the president is the one that
responds to congressional proposal B. The precise set from which presi
dents can choose a successful alternative varies vvith the rules.

Assu,me that the president can make an (lllleJutatory observatio11 (that
is, changing a congressional bill by adding whatever he wants to it or
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deleting itelns from it). If Congress passes bill B the president is now
allowed to respond vvith an alternative proposal of his choosing. For
instance, under the rules in place in Chile during most of the nineteenth
century, the president could successfully respond with counterproposal
C, located in the intersection of the winset of the status quo and the set
of points that cannot be overridden by B (W(SQ) n NQ(B)). According
to the Constitution of 1833, alnendatory observations need a simple ma
jority to pass, while the override threshold to insist on the original
congressional bill is two-thirds of the votes (a year later). Consequently,
Chilean presidents can select their most preferred alternative from the
set W(SQ) n NQ(B), such as point C in figure 2. Nowadays, presidents
in Mexico, Costa Rica, and Bolivia have a similar procedure, with the
difference that override votes can be taken right away. It should be noted
that although amendatory observations provide the president with the
power to mitigate unwanted changes, the ultimate outcome to most leg
islators is an improvement over policy otherwise in place and, to at least
one-third of them, an improvement over the original congressional bill.

More surprising to many scholars are contemporary rules in Uru
guay and Ecuador, where the president's amendatory observations are
automatically enacted after a short period of time unless a qualified
majority votes to override (three-fifths in Uruguay and two-thirds in
Ecuador). Under this procedure, the president could select counterpro
posal 0 from the set NQ(B), which includes those proposals that cannot
be overridden by B. The default rule allows presidents in these two coun
tries to enact his redrafted version even though only a minority of legis
lators may prefer it to the original bill. In Uruguay the president needs
the support of just over 40 percent of members to have his proposal
prevail, and in Ecuador just over 33 percent.

Four Latin American constitutions that nowadays require just a ma
jority vote of Congress to override a presidential veto-El Salvador, Nica
ragua, Peru, and Venezuela-also permit amendatory observations.
Either proposal needs a majority vote to become enacted otherwise the
status quo prevails. Ill Under these rules, the president could choose, for
instance, point E in figure 2, which beats both Band SQ by a majority.
This procedure is quite different from the one in place in Uruguay and
Ecuador because in these four countries the president only succeeds if
he is able to find an alternative that makes him and a congressional
majority better off than the original bill and the default outcome.

When presidents have the power to introduce partial vetoes the re
drafted version of a bill cannot include any new text. Amendatory capa
bilities give presidents a wider set of options that are always as good as

10. In EI Salvador the override majority for the block veto is two-thirds of voters,
vvhile the override for an amendatory observation is a majority of members.
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p

SQ

W(B)

NQ(B)

W(SQ)

P = President's position
SQ = status quo
B = bill
(.', D~ and E = alternative bills
W(SQ) = set ofalte111atives that defeat the status quo by a nlajority
Q(SQ) = set of alternatives that defeat the status quo by a qualified I1l3:jority
WeB) = set ofalternatives that defeat B by a majority
NQ(I3) = set ofalternatives that B cannot defeat because it lacks a qualified m~jority

Figure 2 Anzendatory Observations

or better than any strategic deletions made under a partial veto. Partial
vetoes still give the president substantial discretion, particularly when
the non-deleted parts are automatically enacted, as is the case in Argen
tina and Brazil. In these countries a successful override vote by Con
gress restores the sections deleted by the president.

The fact that members of Congress may know the preferences of the
president and thereby anticipate a possible veto does not make the pre
rogative inconsequential; it demands that successful bills incorporate
presidential views. As we have shown, Congress has to consider a wider
set of options when the president can introduce amendatory observa
tions than when the authority is limited to a block veto. The require
ment of a qualified lnajority vote to overrule presidential amendatory
observations simply widens the set of alternatives that beat the original
congressional bill. What needs to be underlined is that even when a
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siITIple Illajority is the override threshold, the president can still select
frOITI aITIOng a \vide set of options (the \'vinset of the bill proposed to hinl
by Congress, and the winset of the status quo). The advantage of a presi
dential veto subject to Illajority override, \vhich vve etTIphasize, stands
in contrast to the conventional \tvisdotTI on veto po\tvers.

The right of many Latin AtTIerican presidents to Illake counterpro
posals is part of a \t\Tider set of institutional prerogatives that provide
political actors with "conditional" agenda-setting power (Tsebelis and
Alelucl.n 2(03). The po\t\!er to shape the legislative agenda is conditional
because if the president goes too far \t\Tith a counterproposal then either
Congress overrules or the status quo prevails. If the president in figure 2
proposed his own ideal point (P), Congress would override it.

To sUlllmarize, block vetoes on the one hand and aIllendatory observa
tions and partial vetoes on the other provide the president with matkedly
different authority. Presidents \t\Tith block veto authority can only exercise
negative power. The set of policies that presidents can protect under the
block veto arc those in Q(SQ). By contrast, presidents with partial vetoes
have negative, and with amendatory observations have positive, power
to shape an alternative version of a bill. We have shown how partial ve
toes and amendatory observations, even under majority override, allow
the president the power to select responses frOITI a wide set of options.

The historical example that opened this paper, the theoretical analy
sis presented above, and anecdotal evidence from ITIany Latin Ameri
can countries, all indicate that amendatory observations are highly
relevant for executive-legislative relations. However, the literature on
Latin American political institutions has not scrutinized this presiden
tial prerogative. This oversight has contributed to problematic rankings
of presidential powers, which give considerable weight to override
thresholds while ignoring the po\t\Ter to introduce amendatory observa
tions. 11 Many works have missed this positive power given to the presi
dent in most Latin American constitutions. The next section explores
the origins of this presidential prerogative.

THE HISTORICAL ORIGINS OF AMENDATORY OBSERVATIONS AND THE "STRONG"

DEFAULT PREROGATIVE

For many constitutional experts, the early development of Latin
An1erican governITIental institutions \t\Tas very ITIuch influenced by the
U.S. model (Miller 1997; I~apaczynski 1990; Tho111pson 1991). Several of
the first constitutions \tvritten in the nc,,,'ly independent nations certainly
borrowed frOITI the constitution of their northern neighbor (e.g., Ven
ezuela 1811, Mexico 1824, Argentina 1H53, Brazil 1891 ). The prestige and

1-1. See for instance Shugart and I -1<1ggard (2001) and Ml'tcalf (2000).
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illmost five successful decildes of il revolution-born governlTIent milde
it inevitable that Liltin Anlcrican nations should look to the United States
in establishing their own govcnl1nents (Fitzgibbon 1948). Although fed
eralisnl, individual rights, and a written constitution were significant
elenlents cOlnmonly adoptcd in Latin America's early constitutional
experilnents, fralnevvorks for political representation and intrabranch
relations had sufficiently distinct characteristics (Leiras and
Zinl1nernlann 2003). The debate over the influences faced by early
constitutional engineers continues to this day (Aguilar Rivera 2000, 2002;
Gargarella 2002). Although we do not address in this paper the original
intentions of the elites who engineered the founding republics, we
strongly believe that early on the institutional framework produced in
Latin America was substantially different to the U.S. model, particu
larly in regards to the president's formal powers to affect the legislative
process. Current institutional analyses of legislative politics in Latin
America have made this point about the contemporary democratic pe
riod (Cox and Morgenstern 2002 ~hugart and Carey 1992); here we show
how the most fundamental di~) l \nctions originated considerably prior
to the most recent period of democratization and constitutional reforms.

The first wave of constitutional engineering in Latin America (in the
1810s and 1820s) introduced several substantial differences from the tra
ditional U.S. model of separation of powers. Constitutional prerogatives
such as veto powers, the formal (and sometimes exclusive) right to in
troduce bills, and the authority to shape the content and timing of the
congressional agenda contributed to making Latin American presidents
active players in day-to-day legislation since the early nineteenth cen
tury. The Argentine Constitution of 1819 was the first to give the presi
dent the formal power to introduce legislation in almost all matters of
law, a prerogative that other countries would rapidly adopt throughout
the 1820s. By the mid-nineteenth century all Latin American constitu
tions had this procedure in place. According to Wilmert (1911), this move
sought to incorporate what was seen as a fundamental advantage of the
British form of government vis-a.-vis the U.S. tTIodel of separation of
powers. By the end of the nineteenth century, Latin American presidents,
like their counterparts in the British government, were the chief propo
nents of most major policy proposals, often sending cabinet ministers to
defend and amend legislation in congressional debates.

Another constitutional difference established early on related to the
president's authority to alter legislation after passage by Congress. Al
though some constitutional experiments followed the U.S. constitution
1110re closely, at least in terms of veto prerogatives (e.g., that of Argen
tina in 1819, and Venezuela in 1811), governn1cnts began to adopt
substantial innovation in the 1820s and 1830s. None of the constitutions
that the literature credits as having influenced early Latin American
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constitutional writers [United States (1776), France (1791, 1793 and 1814),
Cadiz (1812)] gave the executive the ability to introduce amendments to
vetoed bills or to issue partial vetoes. Below we highlight the origins of
presidential amendatory observations and the "strong" default preroga
tive (strong because congressional inaction ilnplies acceptance of the
president's modified version of the bill).

Anzcndatory Observations

The first substantial innovation in veto prerogatives was originally
introduced by independence hero Simon Bolivar. In 1826 he was given
the task of writing a constitution for the nascent nation of Bolivia. In the
document he single-handedly wrote, Bolivar introduced a highly rel
evant innovation, the ability of presidents to add amendments to ve
toed bills. The 1826 constitution gave the president the right to introduce
remarks or "observations" before returning vetoed bills to Congress for
a final reconsideration. Congress could adopt the modified version re
turned by the president, or vote to insist on the bill as originally passed.
To accept or override the president's version, Congress was not required
to reach any special majorities. The constitution did not establish a dead
line for a congressional vote, and the default alternative in case of inac
tion was the status quo (Le., similar to current procedures in Venezuela,
Peru, Nicaragua, and EI Salvador).12

In a historic speech to the Congress of the nascent Bolivia, Simon
Bolivar acknowledged those documents and practices that inspired his
institutional engineering. 13 Although he pays the usual tribute to the
U.S. constitution, North American governmental norms, and ancient
Greeks and Romans, Bolivar emphasizes the influence of the lesser
known Haitian Constitution of 1816. Although Bolivar publicly acknowl
edged that the section on executive powers was taken from the
constitution Alexandre Petion had written for Haiti in 1816, amendments
to vetoed bills were absent from the Haitian constitution. The Peruvian
Constitution of 1826, also written under Bolivar's direction, replicated
presidential prerogatives found in the neighboring nation. As written in
these two constitutions, the executive veto became a motion of recon
sideration, introducing the possibility of presidential amendments un
der simple majority override.1-l

12. The document sought to establish a complex system of four branches and a bicam
erallegislature, with a president for life and a council of Catholic priests.

13. A copy of the speech can be found at the follovving website: http://www
.unsl.edu.ar /librosgratis/ gratis/bolivia.pdf.

14. A version of a presidential veto \-vith a sirnple 111ajority override was later estab
lished in the French Constitution of 1875 (and more recently, in some former comrnunist
countries of Eastern Europe).
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The next country to permit presidential anlcndnlents t(.) vetoed bills
vvas Chile, t\tvo years after Bolivar's innovation. At this tiIne the Chilean
Congress entrusted Spanish political consultant and literary figure,
Joaquin de Mora the job of helping draft a nevv Chilean Constitution.
Joaquin de Mora was a Spanish writer and intellectual and probably the
first foreign political consultant to be hired by several South American
governnlcnts in the early nineteenth century. He worked in France and
England before moving to Argentina, invited by President Bernardino
Rivadavia. De Mora had an active political life in South Alnerica and
\vas very \vell known among the region's political elite (Encina 1954).1:1
He was the leading consultant to the c0111mittee that wrote the 1828 con
stitution. The presidential veto engineercd by de Mora was specific
enough to differentiate, for the first timc, between mere objections and
alnendatory "observations." The rules allowed the president to rewrite
a vetoed bill before returning it to Congress. The override threshold was
a simple majority, as it was established in the Bolivian and Peruvian
constitutional experiments. The reasons for choosing this procedure or
the thoughts of de Mora about presidential vetoes are again absent from
the historical record.

The three constitutions that first provided presidents with the au
thority to introduce amendments to vetoed bills were short-lived ex
periments that anticipated what was to become a decade of very active
constitutional writing across the newly independent Latin American
nations. The ability to introduce amendatory observations was estab
lished soon after in four additional countries: Uruguay (1830), Ecuador
(1843), Costa Rica (1848), and Mexico (1857). These developments came
at a time in which many influential intellectuals were beginning to leave
a lasting imprint on Latin American constitutionalism (Gargarella 2004).
In addition to Bolivar and de Mora, other well-known institutional en
gineers included moralists like Juan Egafia and his son Mariano in Chile,
revolutionaries like Jose Gervasio Artigas in Uruguay, Catholic priests
like Bartolome Herrera in Peru and Jose Maria Luis Mora in Mexico,
liberals like Florentino Gonzalez in Colombia, Juan Bautista Alberdi in
Argentina, Francisco Xavier de Luna Pizarro in Peru, and Vicente
Rocafuerte in Ecuador, as well as reputed academics like Venezuelan
Andres Bello. All of thelTI had strong views regarding the institutional
framework of presidential systems and all made salient contributions to
constitutional thought but, at this early stage in the history of
presidentialism, none appear to have concentrated on the details of
amendatory observations or partial vetoes.

15. After \\'orking in Chile, de Mora 1110ved to Peru and Bolivia, \\'here he ended up
serving in the executive branch as a cabinet Ininister.
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Although most of the constitutions written during the first decades
of independence did not survive long, the Chilean Constitution of 1833
was to renlain as one of the most stable in nineteenth-century Latin
America. It gave the president the ability to introduce amendatory ob
servations, and specified his right to initiate bills and convene extraor
dinary sessions of Congress to attend exclusively to those matters selected
by the president. The 1833 constitution was in place until 1925 (with
important reforms since 1891) and was to become a source of inspira
tion for institutional designers in the second wave of constitution luak
ing that began in the middle of the nineteenth century. 16

Under Chile's procedures (in place from 1833 to 1893) the president could
"correct or modify" a congressional bill, which would then return to Con
gress for a last round of voting. According to Leiras, during the constitu
tional convention all versions of the veto circulating during debate preserved
the prerogative instituted in the 1828 constitution. 17 The salient differences
centered on the override procedure and not on the president's power to
introduce amendments to vetoed bills. In the final version, Congress could
accept the president's amended bill by a simple majority or attempt to over
ride it. The override procedure was cumbersome. The bill had to be passed
again within the following two years (no special majorities) after which it
could be vetoed again. After the second veto, Congress could override with
a qualified two-thirds majority vote in each chamber.

Osvaldo Milnes (1918), in one of the first published books on the
executive veto written by a political scientist in Spanish, highlighted
the significance of amendatory observations in the Chilean Constitu
tion of 1833. He was particularly concerned with the germaneness of
the presidential additions, and praised the constitutional reform of
1893 that introduced an override requirement (two-thirds majority)
and a later norm (discarded in the 1920s) of treating presidential ob
servations as a new bill and not an amended version to be voted up or
down. 18 Milnes' work advances a normative argument for limiting

16. Argentine scholar Juan B. Alberdi published in 1852 one of the first comparative
studies of Latin American constitutions. In this work, he referred to the Chilean consti
tution of 1833 as "superior in its writing to all others in South America, sensible and
profound in regards to the executive branch ... a mixture of the best the colonial regime
had with the best of the modern regiIne from the first constitutional period" (1997,39).

17. In regards to the veto procedure, the only contention was \t"hether the override
vote could be taken immediately after the veto, or a year later. Personal communication
with Marcelo Leiras, 26 May 2003).

18. The actual meaning of "corrected or modified" in the amendatory observation
vvas a matter of discussion among constitutional scholars and legislators during the
nineteenth century in Chile. See for instance La COl1stitllcic5n trente al Congreso by Jorge
Hueneeus (1890), a professor of comparative constitutional law in the department of
law and political science at the University of Chile.
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amendatory observations and comJTIended nineteenth-century presi
dents for having restrained thclTIselves in the use of such a powerful
and controversial prerogative.

After an interlude of threc decades, the amendatory observation was
reintroduced in the Chilean Constitution of 1925 this time with the op
tion of an immediate two-thirds ovcrride.lt) In the following decades the
president nlade use of the veto often and took advantage of procedures
allowing olnnibus legislation to Inake drastic additions to vetoed bills.
A former speaker of the Chamber of Deputies sarcastically noted that,
"[Chilean presidents] as a general rule have taken advantage of the veto
to legislate about the mundane and the divine" (Elorza 1971, 47). The
ability to introduce non-germane issues (and have them voted up or
down under closed rules) became known as the veto nliscelal1co. This
practice and omnibus legislation in general were made unconstitutional
after reforms passed in 1970, more than fifty years after Milnes' study.
The Chilean Constitution of 1980, still in place to this day, explicitly for
bids non-germane amendments to a vetoed bill.

Another country that adopted amendatory observations early in its
history is Uruguay. This presidential prerogative was introduced in the
Constitution of 1830, Uruguay's first constitution as an independent re
public. It was specific enough to distinguish between presidential ob
jections and modifications. According to the rules, Congress could insist
on the original bill or accept the presidential version if it reached a two
thirds majority vote, otherwise nothing would be enacted.20 The Consti
tution of 1934 specified that presidential observations could be accepted
by a majority vote, whereas overrides would still require qualified ma
jorities to pass (Gimenez de Arechaga 1946).

The first Central American country to adopt amendatory observations
was Costa Rica. It gave the president this prerogative in every constitu
tion beginning with its first as an independent republic in 1848. Presi
dential amendments could be accepted by a majority vote, and nothing
would be enacted if Congress did not respond to the president's veto
(status quo as default). Although the constitution changed on several
occasions, the amendatory observation provisions remain to this day. In
1859 the override majority needed to insist on the original congressional
bill was reduced from three-fourths of members of Congress to two-thirds.
The Constitution of 1949, still in effect, for the first time specified that the
president could not veto the budget bill, forlnalizing what had been com
mon practice. Nowadays, two other Central American countries give

19. It also established presidential urgencies (deadlines for a congressional vote on a
bill deemed urgent by the president). This constitutional prerogative was soon intro
d uced in other places.

20. In 191R the rnajority for override or acceptance \-vas reduced to three-fifths.
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presidents the authority to issue alnendatory observations to vetoed bills:
El Salvador, vvhich adopted the procedure in the Constitution of 1982,
and Nicaragua, vvhich incorporated this prerogative through a constitu
tional arrlendlnent in 1993.

Enl1ctJJzent I~l/Ie~ l7nd the O(~fi71tlt AltcrJ1atiz,c

Another ilnportant development regarding the executive veto began
to take hold in the early tvventieth century: the default pronlulgation of
the president's counterproposal. This procedure is novv in place in three
countries that perlnit alnendatory observations and two that pernlit par
tial vetoes. The automatic enactment of a presidentially revised bill is a
highly consequential practice that is rarely clarified. When inaction on
the part of Congress implies tacit approval of the president's redrafted
version, the president has substantial discretion to affect outC0111CS, par
ticularly when congressional rejection requires an override vote by a
qualified majority. As we showed in the analytical section, such presi
dents only need the support of a minority of legislators to enact their
redrafted version. Nowadays five Latin America countries-Argentina,
Brazil, Chile, Ecuador, and Uruguay-have provisions for tacit approval
of presidentially redrafted bills. 21 With the exception of Brazil, all others
require qualified majorities to insist on the bill as originally passed by
Congress.

Argentina first in1ple111ented "default enactment" of partially vetoed
bills during the presidency of Hip6lito Yrigoycn (1916-1922). This proce
dure allowed the president to promulgate into law those parts of the bill
he did not delete with his partial veto. This interpretation of veto rules
was not the result of a constitutional reform (the constitution was silent
on this aspect) but following the president's first move in this direction, it
became dubiously accepted. Since Yrigoyen, almost all presidents have
made use of this power (Molinelli 1991). Until the 1940s, it was used oc
casionally and mostly on budgct bills in which the president objected to
S()lne spending attached by Congress. Since Juan Per6n's arrival to the
presidency in the Inid-1940s, the usage of the partial veto has been ex
tended to other types of legislation. The Peronist Constitution of 1949, in
place until 1955, gave formal status to the partial veto. After Peron's fall
from power, the Constitution of 1853 was formally restored, but the par
tial veto with partial promulgation continued to be used. The occasional
democratic governments that came to power after 1955 and until 1976
also made use of these procedures.22 The constitutional rcfonn of 1994

21. In Chile Congress has the option to stop such enactnlent by ,1 111ajority vote.
22. SincL~ 1lJ83 the nun1bL'r of \'etoed bills has gn)\vn 111arkL'dly, particular after }lJ89,

and their use has bL'l'n l1ulch i11ort..' creati\'e.
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forlnalized for the second time the practice of partial veto with promul
gation of the non-vetoed parts of a bi11.2

:l

Brazil introduced the partial veto in 1926 through a constitutional re
fortn to the Republican Constitution of 1891 (Mello Grohmann 2003). It
had already been itnplemented at the state level for at least thirty-five years.
Bahia (1891), Para (1.915 reforn1), and Ceara (1921 reform) allowed gover
nors to partially veto the budget bills; Maranhao (1904 amendment) per
nlitted partial vetoes for budget bills and Dlilitary related legislation; and
Minas Gerais (1920 revision), for all types of bills.2.' The main difference
between the Brazilian and Argentine procedures has been the frequent
changes in override thresholds and the specifications to what can be de
leted in a partial veto. Prior to 1988, most Brazilian constitutions estab
lished a qualified majority for the override of partial vetoes. In the reform
of 1926 the override threshold was set at two-thirds of votes, and except for
the brief use of majority override between 1934-1937, it stayed that way
until 1988. The Constitution of 1988, currently in place, reestablished ma
jority override and specified the extent to which presidents can delete leg
islation using the partial veto. According to Lessas Bastos (2000), when
presidents lacked restrictions, partial vetoes sometimes led to the deletion
of words in ways that completely changed the original intent of legislation,
something often mentioned in other countries that allow partial vetoes.
Nowadays Brazilian presidents are the only ones in Latin America specifi
cally prohibited from deleting isolated words with a partial veto.

Tacit approval has also extended to the president's amendatory obser
vations, as the analytical section highlighted. So far, such procedures have
been adopted in Uruguay (1967) and Ecuador (1998). According to the
Uruguayan Constitution of 1967, if Congress fails to override within sixty
days, the redrafted version of the bill (including all presidential amenda
tory observations) becomes law. 23 Since 1996 the deadline for overrides
has been shortened to thirty days and the override threshold is three
fifths of votes in each chamber. Ecuador, which first adopted amendatory
observations in 1843, recently (1998) introduced a reform that specifically
made presidential observations the default alternative after thirty days
unless Congress overrides with a two-thirds majority vote.

CONCLUSION

While much of the literature that examines the early constitutional
development of Latin American countries is based on the thesis that

23. The Chilean Constitution of 1<)80 also allo\tvcd for the enactn1ent of non-vetoed parts.
24. Personal comlnunication \-vith Custavo Mello Crohlnann, 2 April 2004.
25. According to Cin1cnez de Arechaga (1946), during the debate over the 1934 consti

tution there \-vas a 1110tion that sought to include the partial cnactIncnt of vetoed bills
but failed on the floor of the convention.
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nineteenth-century constitutions were inspired by and replicated the U.S.
constitution, the institutional details indicate that Latin American presi
dents were given a significantly heavier arsenal for the creation of legis
lation. Amendatory observations are particularly helpful because they
allow the president wide discretion to redraft the congressional proposal.
The authority to offer a last alternative gives the president an opportu
nity to make a positive move to mitigate any unwanted provisions in
cluded in a bill passed by Congress. The analytical section explicated
why amendatory observations give greater discretion to the president
than block vetoes do (even if these vetoes require strong qualified ma
jorities to be overruled), and the example froin nineteenth-century Chile
showed how President Errazuriz was able to use this institution to get
his preferences incorporated in the electoral reform bill. Partial vetoes
and amendatory observations are nowadays often used across Latin
America and are one of the main weapons used by presidents to shape
the content of policy proposals.

As a result of agenda-setting institutions that originated in the nine
teenth century, Latin American presidents have significantly more au
thority in the legislative game than their U.S. counterpart. We agree with
the view that Latin American presidential systems occupy a location
intermediate between parliamentary systems, where the executive (i.e.,
the government) has almost all the agenda-setting power, and the U.S.
system where all legislative agenda setting belongs to Congress (Cox
and Morgenstern 2002; Wilmert 1911). However, our emphasis has been
on the positive agenda-setting power embodied in the right to redraft
legislation, which we consider paramount. These procedures have a long
history going back almost two hundred years. We traced their origin
back to Bolivar's constitutions and showed how such provisions were
diffused to other countries. We know that the effects of presidential
changes to vetoed bills generated controversial debates inside Congress,
as legislators early on were confronted with the outcomes of such presi
dential discretion.26 We believe that further research on the constitutional
conventions can reveal how much of the policymaking effects of these
procedures were known or anticipated by institutional designers, in other
words, whether they were operating under complete information about
the consequences of their choices. This line of research should contrib
ute to improving the rich literature on Latin American constitutional
history.

26. See for instance Gimenez de Arechaga (1946) for Uruguay and Hueneeus (1890)
for Chile.
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